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Recently, Naus et
al
CI] have reconsidered the
derivation of the low energy theorems (LET) for plon
photoproductlon on the basis of the method originally
developed by Gell-Mann and Goldberger [2]. They have splitted
the photoproductlon diagrams into those In which pion and
photon vertices are separated by a single pion or nucleonclass A diagrams and the rest- class В diagrams (see Fig.l).
This approach Is more general than evaluation of the Born
terms and the rest in several respects: i) some extra model
dependent terms appear and ii) the dependence of the
off-shell scalar variables takes place. Moreover, Naus et al
have incorporated the gauge invariance on the operator level
(strong gauge condition) and have come to the relation for
the off-shell behaviour for the strong and electromagnetic
vertices. The main result of the Naus calculations is In the
recovering of the older results C3] for the pion
photoproduction amplitude at the threshold.
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Pig.l Class A diagrams for t° photoproduction reaction.
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In this paper, we are going to show In a more
straightforward and physically opaque manner, than in
Ref.tl], how the off-shell behaviour and additional model
dependent terms, caused by splitting the amplitude into class
A and В diagrams, disappear in the soft photon limit. To get
this goal we shall follow step by step the procedure to
obtain the LET which is described in the paper by Adler and
Dothan С4].
Let's start by writing down the amplitude for x'
photoproduction using the quantities and notation as given in
Ref.m
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One can easily recognize in the above expressions the terms
in which the photon couples to external charged particle
lines of the corresponding nonradiative process (see Fig.2).
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Fig. 2 Nonradiative diagram corresponding to pion
photoproduction
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According to the Adler-Dothan recipe [4], one must drop all
terms in М , which are explicitly independent or of first
order In the photon four-momentum к to obtain the truncated
amplitude М . It is clear that the terms proportional to
(Fo-Fo) are al least of an order of к because the linear
combinations of the Dlrac operators in these terms cancel
the rmcleon propagator. And the first conclusion Immediately
comes: the extra model-dependent terms, proportional to
(Fr.-РГ,), are (according to the Adler-Dothan procedure)
negligibly small in the soft photon limit.
To proceed with our consideration we note that F^ in
ec].v.( 1,:''! are the functions of the (off-shell) scalar
variables Ш : F ^ j [ ( p + k ) ] in (2) and F|=F|[(p-k) ] in (3).
We expand Fj with respect to к and get
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For the same arguments as given above we must keep in these
expressions only the first terms. Using the identity
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one comes to the fNN vertex as used in the Born
approximation.
Before considering a similar procedure for the off-shell
xNN vertex Л , we note, that, following the Adler-Dothan
recipe one must add to the truncated amplitude )k' a AM
independent of k so as to make k„(H'+AM )=0(lr). This
constraint leads to the following expression which is in the
one-to-one correspondence with the condition for the class В
terms of Naus et al
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The off-shell behaviour In the xNN vertices is removed
In a similar manner as in the case of the fM vertex. From
the expression (Aj diagram)
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by means of the expansion of the form factors with respect to
k, one easily comes to
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With the appropriate choice of the constants /.(M,M ,m ) It
is the PS- or PV-coupling in the icNW vertex. Now we are In a
position to make the second conclusion. The dependence of the
off-shell scalar variables disappears in the derivation of
the LET. This is a nice feature of the Adler-Dothan procedure
because the final expressions are formulated in terms of the
physically measurable (on-shell) quantities.
We encapsulate the above conclusions in the following
statement: the splitting of the amplitude into classes A and
B, and the introducing of the off-shell form factors must
lead back to the Born terms. All additional terms, according
to the Adler-Dothan recipe, are to be neglected in the
derivation of the LET.
We don't continue the consideration of the topic by
imposing the PCAC constraints, because this task can be
found, for example, in the nice review by Kamal [5].
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Чумбалов А.А., Камалов С.С.
Внемассовые формфакторы в пределе мягких фотонов
для фоторождения пионов на нуклонах

Е4-91 -336

Низкоэнергетические теоремы для фоторождения пионов на нукло
нах рассматриваются на основе метода Адлера-Дотана. Показано, что
в пределе мягких фотонов все дополнительные модельно-зависимые
слагаемые исчезают. Кроме того, показано, что в этом пределе нет необ
ходимости вводить зависимость формфакторов от внемассовых ска
лярных переменных в различных вершинах.
Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики ОИЯИ.
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The low energy theorems for the pion photoproduction are considered
on the basis of the Adler-Dothan procedure. It is shown that the soft photon
limit necessarily leads to the Born approximation for the ff°-photoptoduction
amplitude at the threshold. All additional terms, according to the Adler-Dothan
recipe, ate to be neglected in the derivation of the LET.
The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical
Physics, JINR.
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